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ABSTRACT 

This paper analyzes the case of Venezuelan health research and constitutes part of a 
broader project which  includes  Argentina, Cuba, México and Brazil.  Research projects, 
Researchers, Graduate Courses and available information systems are considered. 
Research activities in health are considered further than  just biomedical research, 
including research projects in al1 those activities that affects the quality of human life. 
Venezuelan Data Bases are very  incomplete,  discontinuous and far to be updated, so the 
information in this project  comes mostly from primary sources. The purpose is to try 
to establish a different kind of data base and help in  the design of health science and 
technology policies. Preliminary results show  some characteristics such as regional and 
institutional concentrations of projects and graduate  courses, a majority of women in the 
field but a higher proportion of males in research  projects.  Venezuelan  research activities 
in health seem to be an individual task; more than 55 of the total are developed by one 
person. Production in health (publications) appears mainly in international journals. 
Graduate courses were  used as a scientific potential indicator which, in  the case of 
health, seems to come  more  from the non-medical field. 

RESUME 

Cet  article étudie le cas  de la recherche  en  santé  au Venezuela. et  fait partie d'un plus 
large projet qui inclut l'Argentine, Cuba, le Mexique et  le Brésil. Les projets de 
recherche, les chercheurs et les cours de troisième cycle sont étudiés. Les activités de 
recherche  en  santé  sont  considérées  dans un sens plus large  que la seule  recherhe 

This paper is a product of the  project  "Current Trends and Profile of Venezuelan Health 
Scientific Production" (ISVEN) which is being  carried out in the  Science and Technology 
Department at the  Centro  de  Estudios  del  Desarrollo  (CENDES)  of  the  Universidad Central de 
Venezuela,  sponsored  by  Pan American Health  Organization (PAHOWHO). There are also 
two more researchers participating:  Nelson Prato, from the Sociohistoric Department and 
Carlos  Walter  from the Theory and Methods  of Planning  Department.  The  research group also 
includes research ai& Vilma Hernhdez and Yolanda  Spinetti and the computer  programming 
and processing by PROSERVFACICA (Luis  Marzulli) of the Faculty of Science of the 
Universidad Central de  Venezuela. 



The  main  purgose of this projeet is the chamderization of resmtch activities in 
the field ofhealth in Venezuela, considered in the soeioeconomie situation of the 
country. The case study of Venezuela is a part of a larger projeet that includes 
similar studies in a, Bmil ,  Cuba and MCxico. These studies have  been 
spmored by the ization during 1988-1990. 

The field ofhealth is c xtended meaning, not reduced to 
biomedial studies. The  characterbation of scientific research activities had 
centered on the gathe and analysis of pfimary and seeondary information 
(with the aid of com rocessing). The  units ofanalysis are research, centers, 
projech, researchers, gmduate courses, professors, production and information 
services. This information in presented by means of a set of indiators and Tables 

r for al1 the eountries  partieipating in the projeet. 
n important goal of the projeet h a  been to provide a more int 

scientific activity by means of the simnltaneous consideration of ptojects, 
raduate course5 and publications. The interaction berneen these activitie5 zut 

csnsidered an important source for understanding thhe dynamies of the. field and 
key e1ement.s for exploring ih prospective  behavior. 

The links between the profile of scientific research and the analysis of 
socioeconornie conditions is meant ts provide support for policy design for 
scientific researeh on health. 

It is nst possible in Venezuela, as in many other Latin American esuntries, to 
h o w  with  precision  the state of research in the  field of health.  This is mainly due 
ts thhe fact that there are no adequate data bases. Those that do exist are 
diseontinusus, incomplete incompatible in their classifiations and in most cases 
not focused on academic and disciplinary characteristics of research or 
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researchers  but on administrative and economic  aspects at a very aggregate level. 
Management of resources for research on health has been done following 
traditional criteria, predominantly oriented towards  medical problems, and the 
role of the planning  agencies  has often been  superseded by researchers'  persona1 
and individual interests. These are possibly some  of the reasons why the use of 
resources  may  not  always  correspond  to  the  country's  priorities on health 

The project  had to dedicate  an  important part of its efforts to create a more 
complete data  base  from information acquired directly from  the institutions and 
the researchers. After decades of important discussions, programs for creating 
the technical capacity and  availability  of  computer  power  (hardware and sohare)  
oriented to the creation of information systems and data bases on scientific 
capacity in Venezuela,  there  still does not exist  adequate  information on research 
activities. The government's Secretariat for Science and Technology (Consejo 
Nacional de  Investigaciones  Cientificas  y Tecnologicas, CONICIT) has done 
important efforts in this direction, but they have had to struggle against the 
absence of systematized information at the  research center level, which should 
provide it for  aggregation, being forced to gather it directly  from the researchers 
(an estimated  4300 for 1984). 

In the health  field  the MESH and BIREME classifications have contributed 
very much to achieve  common  terms for classification  of  materials.  Nevertheless, 
the fact that  there is still not a universal use of this classification and the need in 
this project to use other not strictly medical or health sources, demanded 
reclassification of some materials, with new possible sources of error and still 
another mediation  for  assignation to fields. 

Advances  to  more  pertinent  and  sophisticated  indicators in relation to scientific 
and technological  activities,  require  that the more  basic  type  of information, even 
simple inventories, exist in a continuous and compatible data base. Lack of 
reliable and up  to  date inventory type  of  information is still the more important 
bottleneck for advance  in work on indicators. A very  important  part or resources 
(financial, technical)  and time available for indicator work, has to go  to the 
gathering of  the  basic  unavailable data, and compatibilization  of  multiple partial 
sources. 

Indicators refer to: thematic and disciplinary areas, of the projects, the 
researchers,  graduate  courses according to level. They are considered in relation 
to age, sex, geographical situation, concentration, institutional links, scientific 
publications, etc. The time period considered is 1988-89 for  the research 
projects, 1984-89 for the  graduate  courses  and  1979-89  for the publications. The 
number of research  centers included is 2 18 (at the  most  desegregated level), the 
number of projects 1776 and the number of graduate courses 279. In the 
analysis, more  aggregate levels are considered  such as faculties, universities and 
regions. 

The projects  and  graduate  courses were classified by subject fields according 
to the BIREME classification for  health and disciplines according to the 
UNESCO  classification.  Researchers were classified according to their project 
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affiliation (ifa researcher appears in more than one project he will be csunted as 
many times as he appeaa in the csrresponding subjects or disciplines). This 
cornmon classification pemits cross  tabulations of the  characteristics ofprojects, 
researchers  and graduate courses, and to a lesser extent, publications. 

Data bases on production  (publications) for the pekod were not amilable. The 
information on  this vaiabk was obbined from seveml data bases of international 
cRamcter with coverage ofhealth such , MEDUNE a d  E 

sarch wa elone f o ~  the a whole by CICH Universidad 
nsma de MCxiico and P (University of Campinas, 

Bmil). The subg’ect classification was fully compatible only for data h m  
LILACS which covered the same BPREME fields as those csnsidered for 
projects, graduate courses and researchers. 

The ”institution” is the research center where the projects are Iscated. Only 
those institutions wRere hvo or more projects were identifie$, have been 
incluaed. 

Figure 1. Research projects in h d t h  by type of institutions 
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This figure shows a high concentration of projects in public universities 
(82%) and only 1,4 % in private institutions. It was also found (Table A, 
anne~es), that in tRe institutions  with the largest  number ofprojects, there ewisted 
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the largest  dispersion of subjects and  the  least  dispersion (greatest concentration 
on subjects) in those with the smallest  number of projects. 

More  than two thirds  of  the  institutions are located in the  Capital  region  where 
Caracas,  the  capital  City, is situated.  From  the  institutional  point of view  there is a 
great  concentration  not  only  regional,  but  also  in  terms of the  type  of  institutions. 
Of the  1776 projects registered, 72 % are located in the Capital  Region, 57.7 % 
of these at the Universidad  Central  de  Venezuela  and 80 % of them  at the School 
of Medicine. Therefore, concentration is not only a matter of geographical 
location by region but also a question  of  institutional  location.  Notwithstanding, 
it must be said that we also found some regions in which some disciplines were 
particularly  relevant, as is the case of Anthropology in the  Andean  region,  having 
66,3 % of the total  research  being  done  during the period under study. 

1V.SUBTECTS AND DISCIPLINES OF RESEARCH PROJECTS 

At the most aggregated level of analysis, we found that more than nine 
hundred projects out of 1776, are concentrated in three subjects: Diseases, 
Biological  Sciences  and  Medical  Instruments.  Only forty projects  have  to  do with 
health  care. 

Projects were grouped according to  type  in Basic, Applied, Technological 
Development and Social Sciences. Most  of Venezuelan research on health is 
applied, one fourth is basic  research and only 4.5 % has to  do  with  Social 
Sciences. Figure 2 shows the distribution of projects according to the type of 
research. 

Figure 2. Research  projects in health by type  of  research 
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Although we do not have a precise  information about the type of mattem 
ineluded in the projeets, we do have the wumber of disciplines -ch of them 
incorporates. Figure 3, shows the number of disciplines per projeet. 

One of the most salient features of the researchers studied wm the number of 
researchers per projeet. Almost 90 '34 of the projects are earried sut on the  basis 
of research teams made up of 1 to 4 pemons. Individual prsjeets represent the 

d out by a single penson. 
of the  researchers has not been completed 
irnated on the information  available on 8 1 1 
gmduated between 1935 and 1988; 348 of 
969 and 1977, which sems to indiate that 

the group of researchers is aging. This coincides with the present worry of  the 
Venezuelan Scientific Community chat not enough Young researchers are being 
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ineorporated and trained for the future.  'Fhere are more womew (723, that is 
5 1.1 %) than  men (690) working in research on  health. 

Figure 4 shows the composition  of  researchers aecording to the different 
types of projects; (as we mentioned before the total number may be larger than 
1776 due to their being  counted ore than once iftheyparticipate in more  than one 
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project). It is also interesting to  take  a look to what happens with women and 
men in the different  disciplines of the  projects in Table 1. 

Figure 4. Researchers by type of projects and sex (1 988- 1989) 
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Table 1. Researchers by main  discipline  and sex (1988-1989) 
I I MEN 

Source:  Proyecto  ISVEN.  CENDES, Caracas, 1990 
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Women are present in more thm 63 96 of the Techolo cal Sciences research 
projects and in 57 96 of research on Chernicals and Brugs. Differenees in oher 
disciplina are not notorious. h Media1 Sciences  and Agricultural Sciences, men 
are still majority. This, and the fact that there are more wonmen than men in the 
enrollment  at univenity level in Venaueila, may indicate  that the n e t  genemtion 
of researehers will  probably be mostly femaile. 

e 5 presents the proportion of graduate courses in relation to thheir span 
of existence. Courses ina Mediml Sciences are the oldest ones. The first ones 
were created in 1937, but the majority of them started in the 76's. If we look at 
the regional distribution we perceive the same proportions we saw in relation to 
projects. Hswever the grswth of courses after 9988 oceurs in sthher regions 
oufside the Capital. This trend  could be relate$ to changes in edueational and 
eesnomic policies, that seek ts decentralke the country's  administration. 
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Fundaci6n Gran Mariscal de Ayacucho (FurSD ACUCHO) is the name of 
one of the main financing agendes for gmduate studies. Especially during the 
period  of rising oil prices, it provided funds for studies not snly in Venezuela, 
but in foreign esuntries also. Table 2 shows the number and proportion of 
scholarships awarded by IFmDAYACUCHO in al1 fields, and in health in 
particular, berneen 1979 and 1984. 
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Table  2.  Scholarships  awarded  by  FUNDAYACUCHO  in  health  (1979-1984) 

Source: Ciencia  y  Tecnologia en Cifras. CONICIT. Caracas, 1986. 

Medical  graduate  courses  represent  the  largest  group.  However,  when one thinks 
of graduate courses as indicators of scientific potential,  there  appears a problem 
that requires some prior clarification. There are three types of courses under 
consideration: "Especializaci6n" a professional type of training course that 
confers the degree of "Especialista",  Master's  Degree,  and the Doctorate level 
(Ph.D.). There are 202 courses out of 279 located in Medical Schools; 189 of 
those are specialization courses which are mainly used for  the training of 
personnel in fields where health services are needed.  Master and Ph.D. courses 
are  specifically  designed  for  training in research  (cf.Table  3). 

Table  3.  Graduate  courses by institution and conferred  degree 

Source: Fichas  de  Postgrado.  Proyecto  ISVEN.  CENDES.  Caracas, 1990 
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Gmduate courses constituted by one  discipline are 67 96 of the total, and this 
could Be asociated with the major@ of”espwializaei6n” courses which are more 
specifically awd namowly okented than Mastem’ and PhD.’s ; therefore the less 
speciakzation, the more disciplines hey i n c o ~ ~ m t e .  

The search earked out  in the differemt data bases provided results (table 4) that 
ive a preliminary id= of the distribution of publications by subject. 

detailed work is still being done. Still, these numbers pr 
approximated image, since they  express particular search st 
only a seleetion of what may have been included. The difkr 
the same subjects permit us to see that the presence of the different subjects 
differs aeeording to the data bases and remind us, once more, that those results 
must be very earefully used. The tendeney to prefer international joumals for 
publications by most researchers  in  almost every underdeveloped country, the 
very srna11 number of Venmelan journals included in these data basses must also 
be taken into cornsideration for the  intengretation of these numbers. 

Table 5. Biomedical  production by Venemelan Scientists in  National and 
International  Soumals 

Source: same as table 4. 

In this series one can see  how  the  number of publications  increased until1983, 
and then consistently decrease.  Though it may be a premature conclusion, this 
decrease seems to eoineide with the financial crisis, devaluation of the bolivar 
(Venezueh currency) in relation to its dollar etquivalence, or it could Jso  be seen 
as an inverse of the incrase in the  rate of inflation dumn 
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The classification by subjeets and disciplines  provides the bais for the tables 
relating the  proportions for projects, researchers, duate courses and seientifie 
production The next Tables (6 and 7) present  these by subject (BIWIEME) and by 
discipline (lJNESC0). In the case ofsubjects, production is included accordinling 
to the B m M E  chssifiation of "presenee oftems" (which xnam one article am 
be present  many  times if elmsified according to several terms) and tema refer to 
contents of Venezuelan joumafs (which may include contributions by non - 
Venemelans) as well as publications by Venemelans  in joumals of other 
countries. 

As may be seen, there seem to be  important differenees in the presenee of 
subjects in each of the different types of  aetivities.  There are situations where the 
number of graduate courses seems to be to too s m d  in relation to the number of 
projects, and others where the number of courses does not seem to be baeked by 
proportionate presenee of projects or researehers. Production  (with the 
restrictions  mentioned above), presents a similar  situation. 

This last gmup of indicators surnmarizes the different dimensions of research 
on health  and may serve as a more cornplex, interrelated profile ofwhat "is going 
on" in the field, what potential may be not used ensugh, and what groups may be 
overburdened and should receive more support. 

Cornplex and single indiators used as a set provide a rehtively simple 
approach to 8 more adetquate  identification ofprofiles of  research in scientific and 
technolo@eal fields. 

Indiators used in this projeet demonstrate that the use of m y  single ones 
a m o t  provide an adequate "profill' of  health  research. The use of "eomplex 
indicators" (a set of single ones), seems a better  solution than an "index" 

on ofdifferent elements or single indiatons. 
ssibility of  existence ofadequate indiators for Science 

and Technology in Venezuela, requires new efforts in the construction of data 
bases that may provide the elexnentary componemts of enisting  aetivities that may 
seme as the basis for more efficient and pertinent  complex indicators. 
On the other han$, if the trends deseribed are going to be used in the design of 
scientific  policies, it is important to  consider  the near future tryin 
what the situation could  be. Resarch activities supposedly made ug mainly by 
women, a lack of significant organization for scientific production, and a 
restrieted potential, should drive the public and private agencies to develop a 
different  policy  than  just one that considers  mainly  the  financial and 
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Table 6. Graduate courses,  projects  and  researchers classified by bireme 
categories  and  some of the  relationships  between  them,  Venezuela, 1990. 

GRAD. COURSES 
RESEARCHER  PER PER  PROJECTS BIREME  CATEGORIES 
PROJECTS  PER GRAD  COURSES 

SOURCE Proyecto  ISVEN.  CENDES.  Caracas, 1990. Preliminary  Results. 
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SOURCE: Proyecto ISVEN.  CENDES. Caracas, 1990. Preliminary Results. 
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administrative  aspects. 1s it possible  to bring together  researchers of varied fields, 
to define priorities, and work as teams? Would the researchers oppose this 
initiative  because  of  the  necessary  freedom of the scientist?.  Scientific  policies are 
not easy to implement because they are related, not only  with  the groups' 
interests, but also with the social needs and demands and the whole country's 
political future as well as with the broader political forces that play prominent 
roles in Venezuelan  Society. 


